Brother Violence

Violence for me starts with me and my brother always fighting constantly. We never stop as fun as it can be I'm starting to wonder what's the whole point of fighting. Why do we fight that question. Usually people that hear of a older brother fighting his younger brother it sounds like bullying. But if you hear the whole story it doesn't sound like bullying if he started it.

The causes of youth violence is some of the silliest and serious things. For example jealousy is the most common cause of youth violence. Like between girls about who is more pretty. One other cause of youth violence is bad company. For example gang bangers, drugs, much more. Another cause of youth violence would be bullies. You could be bullied so much that you can feel like an outcast and decide to join a gang. The cause of my violence is stealing. Stealing from my second grandmother, mother, and step father. All together I about 45 dollars. Another cause of violence for me was lying. I always felt that I needed to lie for some apparent reason.

I think what I can do about Youth Violence is if you really clueless than use common sense to help them out. Another thing I think I can do about youth violence is a program that tries to find the root of their violence. The cause of it and why they do it. Another thing I think I can do is counseling. They may not like it but it will help with their problems and violence.